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Let M be an n-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field K, 
and let Q(u) be a quadratic form over M with values inK. The associated 
bilinear form B(u, v) is defined by 
Q(u+v)=Q(u)+Q(v)+B(u, v). 
Let T be the universal tensor ring belonging to the vector space M, 
and let I be the two-sided ideal in T generated by the elements 
uu-Q(u)I. 
In his book "Algebraic Theory of Spinors", Chevalley defines the 
Clifford Algebra 0 belonging to the form Q to be the residue class ring 
O=Tfl. 
Let u1, ... , Un form a basis of M, and let x, be the elements of 0 corre-
sponding to u, in the natural homomorphism T-+ 0. To any vector 
corresponds in this homomorphism 
and to uu-Q(u)1 corresponds zero. To 1 corresponds e, the unit element 
of 0. Hence we have in 0 
(1) xx=Q(u)e. 
Just so, we have, if y is the image of a vector v, 
yy=Q(v)e 
and 
(x+y)(x+y) =Q(u+v)e 
hence 
(2) xy+yx=B(u, v)e. 
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Applying these relations to the basis vectors u1, ... , Un and their images 
X1, ... , Xn, and putting 
we obtain 
(3) 
(4) 
Q(uk)=qk 
B(ut, uk)=btk 
XkXk=qke 
XtXk + XkXi = btke. 
Conversely, (I) is a consequence of ( 3) and ( 4). 
The Clifford algebra is universal in the following sense: If any algebra 
C' is generated by elements X 1, ... , Xn and a unit element I satisfying 
(3) and (4) with Xt and I instead of Xt and e, then C' is a homomorphic 
image of C. In fact, any such algebra is a homomorphic image of the 
universal tensor algebra T, and the images of the elements of I are zero 
because of (I), hence C' is a homomorphic image of C=Tfl. 
Chevalley now proves 1) that the 2n products 
(5) (i<j<k< ... ) 
are linearly independent and form a basis of C. 
The ideas underlying Chevalley's proof are not easy to discern. Another 
proof, essentially equivalent but easier to follow, will be given here. 
We first prove that the elements (5) generate C. The proof is the same 
as in Chevalley's book. It is shown that the product of any Xk by one of 
the products (5) is a linear combination of the same products. This is 
shown first for k = I and next for any k under the assumption that it 
holds for smaller k. 
For k= I we have 
X1 • XtXj • • • = X!XiXj ••• if I <i 
X!· X!Xj .. • = q!Xj .. . 
In the last formula, if the factors XJ ... are missing, we have to replace 
z1 . . . by e. Just so in the sequel. 
For any k we have 
Xk·e=Xk· 
~ow suppose our assertion to hold for all products Xk·XtXJ ... in which 
the product XtXJ • • • has less than h factors. If it has h factors we have 
if k<i 
Xk•XkXj ... =qkXj ... 
Xk·XtXj ... = -Xt·(Xk·Xj ... )+btkXj ... if k>i. 
1} C. CHEVALLEY, Algebraic Theory of Spinors, Theorem II.l.2. As far as I 
lmow, Chevalley was the first to give a proof valid also for fields of characteristic 2. 
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The product x1 ..• has less than h factors, hence Xk·x1 ... can be ex-
pressed as a sum of products ( 5), and Xt can be multiplied by this sum 
by our induction hypothesis, because i < k. 
It follows that the elements (5) generate 0, and the dimension of 0 
is at most 2n. 
We have seen that any algebra 0' generated by elements X1. ... , Xn 
and 1 satisfying (3) and (4) is a homomorphic image of 0. Hence if we 
succeed in constructing such an algebra 0' having dimension 2n, the 
dimension of 0 must be 2n too, and the homomorphism 0-+ 0' must be 
an isomorphism. 
We form a vector space V having 2n basis vectors 
(6) (i<j <k ... ) 
We now define linear transformations X1, ... , Xn of V. The definition 
of xl is 
X11=Ul 
X!Uij ... =UHj .. . if 1 <i 
X!Ulj ... =q!Uj .. . 
Suppose X1, ... , Xk-1 to be defined already. We first define 
Xk1=Uk. 
If the action of xk upon basis vectors with less than h indices is already 
known, the action of Xk upon basis vectors Utj ... with h indices is defined 
as follows: 
XkUtj ... = Ukij .. . if k<i 
XkUkj ... =qkUj .. . 
XkUij ... = -XtXkUj ... +btkUj ... if k>i. 
If the transformations X tX 1 .. . ( i < j < ... ) are applied to the vector l, 
the 2n linearly independent vectors (6) are obtained. Hence the 2n products 
XtX1 ... (i <j < ... ) are linearly independent. It remains only to be proved 
that the transformations xk satisfy the relations 
(7) 
(8) 
XkXk=qkl 
XkXz+XzXk=bkzl (k<l). 
Let us call the sum k+k or k+l the height of a relation (7) or (8). If 
these relations are not all valid, there must be one, say R, of minimum 
height that is false, all relations of smaller height being valid. 
If R is false, the action of both sides of R upon one of the basis vectors 
(6) must give different results. Now both sides of a relation (7) or (8), 
when acting upon l, always give the same results. Hence there must be 
a basis vector UtJ ... with a minimum number h of indices (h>O) such 
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that both sides of the relation R, when applied to uu .. . , give different 
results. We shall show that this is impossible. 
First suppose that R is a relation (7). We have to apply the transfor-
mation XkXk to the vector Utf ... and to show that the result is just qkUtJ ... · 
H k<i we have 
H k=i we have 
H k>i we have 
XkXkU1J ... =Xk( -XtXkuf ... +btkUf .. .} 
= -XkXtXkuf ... +btkXkUf ... 
=( -XkXt+btkl}Xkuf .... 
Because k+i is less than k+k, we may apply (8} to XtXk+XkXt and 
obtain 
xkxku11 ... = x,xkxku1 .. .. 
Now Uf ... has less than k indices, hence 
XtXkXkUj ... =XtqkUj ... =qkUtj .... 
Next suppose that R is a relation (8}. We have to apply the transfor-
mation XkXz+XrXk to Utf ... and to show that the result is -bkzUtf ... · 
Since k<l, we have five possible cases: 
a) k<l<i 
b) k<l=i 
c) k<i<l 
d) k=i<l 
e) i<k<l 
In the cases a) b) c) we have 
(XkXz+XzXk)Utf ... =XkXzUtf ... +XzUktf ... =bkzU1J ... 
by the definition of X z'Uk'f •... 
In the most complicated case e), the calculation is as follows: 
(XkXz+Xr.X"k)uu ... =XkXzXtUf ... +XzXkXtUf .. . 
=Xk( -X,Xz+bul)uJ ... +Xz( -XtXk+btkl)uf .. . 
= -XkXtXzuf ... +btzXkUf ... -XzXtXkUf ... +btkXlUf ... 
=( -XkXt+btkl}Xzuf ... +( -XzXt+bul}Xkuf ... 
=XtXkXzuf ... +XtXzXkuf ... 
=Xt(XkXz+XzXk)uf .. . 
= XtbkzUJ ... = bkzUtf .. . . 
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In case d) we have to replace, in the second line of this calculation, 
-XcXk+bu,1 by qk1, and in the fourth line -XkX,+b,k1 by qkl. 
The idea underlying this proof is the same as in Chevalley's proof: 
If you want to determine the structure of an algebra or of a group defined 
by generating elements and relations and to find a representation of the 
algebra or group by linear transformations or by permutations, construct 
the regular representation. 
In fact, if the basis vectors (6) are identified with the products (5), 
the representation x, --? X, is just the regular representation of the algebra 
0. We do not know beforehand whether the products (5) are linearly 
independent, but we may assume the basis vectors (6) to be linearly 
independent, and see whether the construction works, i.e. whether the 
transformations X, satisfy the defining relations of the algebra. If they 
do, everything is all right. 
Chevalley identifies the basis vectors ( 6) with the basis vectors of the 
external algebra E over M. His operators 
Lz+IJz 
are just the same as our operators X,, or rather they are linear combi-
nations 
Hence, our proof is not essentially different from Chevalley's. 
The same method can also be applied to prove the existence of the 
free group generated by any set {x, y, ... }. One first forms words consisting 
ofletters x, x-1, y, ... with the restriction that x and x-1 (or y and y-1, ... ) 
shall never be successive letters. The empty word 1 is admissible. Next 
the permutations X, Y, ... are defined as follows. If the word w does not 
begin with the letter x-1, we have 
Xw=xw. 
If it does, we have 
X(x-1w') =w'. 
The inverse permutation X -1 is defined just so. If w' does not begin with 
x, we have 
and if it does, we have 
X-1(xw)=w. 
The permutations X, Y, ... and their inverses generate a permutation 
group, whose elements can be written as words in capital letters X, X -1, •••• 
If X and X-1 occur in succession in such a word, they can be omitted. 
If a permutation like XYX-1 ... is applied to the empty word 1, we 
obtain the corresponding word xyx-1 .... Hence there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between permutations like XY ... and words xy .... It 
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follows that words xy . . . can be multiplied as usual and that they form 
a group. 
The first proof of the existence of the free group was given by E. ARTIN 
and 0. ScHREIER: Abhandlungen aus dem math. Seminar der Ha;mbur-
gischen Univ. 5, p. 164 (1927). Another proof was given by E. ARTIN: 
Amer. J. of Math. 69, p. 1 (1947). See also B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN: 
Amer. J. of Math. 70, p. 527 (1948). 
